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ANTHROPOLOOISTS SEEN POCKETING POTSHERDS

ALL RELEVANT CORRESPONDENCE
RELATING TO THE HEIZER-CLEWLOW
RESOWTION CAN BE FOUND ON THE
FOLLOWING PAGES, p. 3-5.

A letter was printed in the Vol. 16, No. l
issue of the AAA Newsletter this January.
It raises some very important questions which
need to be discussed:
" I was in attendance at the 73rd Annual Meeting
held in Mexico City. During one day of the meeting, I, along with several other members of the
Association, toured the pyramids of Teotihuacan.
While there I observed several anthropologists
collecting potsherds and pocketing them.

CALE NOAA

One individual asked me what I thought of this; and
after I stated that it was unethical he still
put his treasure in his pocket and boarded the
bus. This is a sad commentary to me on state of
professional ethics. In addition to being unethical, the possession ·of these .antiquities is
illegal. What good does this souvenir do t he
anthropologj-st in his home except set a bad
example for all who see it?
As an anthropologist employed in public archaeology I work to convince nonprofessionals of the
wrongness of pot hunting. Yet, when in the company
of professional anthropologists I observe this
behavior. I hope this letter will serve as a reminder to those who were collecting not to do so
in the future and to discourage others who may
entertain such desires.
Helen Clough
Bureau of Land Management

Dec. 28-30
1974
1975
Jan. 8-11

ARCHAEOLOOICAL INSTI'IUTE OF AMERICA
Annual Meeting with the American
Philological Association, in Chicago .
SOCIETY -FOR HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY with
The International Conference on Underwater Archaeology) Charleston, South
Carolina.

Feb. 8

Northern California District Clearinghouse Meeting (see Rob Etlwards for more
details)

Mar. 20-22

ANNUAL MEETING- SOCIEI'Y FOR CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOOY, at the Holiday Inn in Santa
Cruz.

Mey 8-10

SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAIDLOGY 4oth
Annual Meeting, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas
Texas.

RESOWTIONS CONCERNING REASONS FOR EXCAVATION OF ARCHAEX)LOGICAL SITES
The January 1975 Newsletter of the American Anthropological Association informs us that resolutions on research across national borders and archaeological
excavation for teaching purposes, sponsored by the Executive Board, were passed
by the Council in its annual business meeting at the Association s 73rd annual
meeting which took place in Mexico City in November.
The resolution concerning excavation for teaching purposes which follows is
similiar to a resolution adopted by the 1973- 74 SCA Executive Board . The SCA
resolution was first printed in the SCA June 1973 Newsletter and will be printed
for comparision.

\\

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CONT. FROM PAGE ONE
Whereas , each archaeological site contains evidence of specific human activities
and is therefore a unique source of data about past sociocultural behavior, no
site can be written off in advance as unimporte:nt or expendable. No site deserves
less than professional excavation, analysis and publication.
And whereas, the training of students in archaeological skills is an important
part of an anthropological curri culum, and whereas such training is likely to
be grossly inadequate and misleading to the student if it is not given in the
context of a serious research commitment on the part of the instructor to the
archaeological resources in question.
Therefore be it res olved that the practi ce. of excavating or collecti~ from
archaeological sites solely ox primarily for "teaching" purposes is contrary
to the provision against indiscriminate excavation of archaeological sites
contained in Article l, Section 2 of the by-laws of the Society for American
Archaeology. Such activities are t o be deplored, whether conducted by anthropologists who are not adequately trained in archaeological field techniques,
or by trained archaeologists who do not have continuing research interests
in the resources in question.
Be it further resolved that such activities are unethical as defined in
Article III, Section 4 of the by-laws of the Society for American Archaeology
and by the guidelines of the ethics committee of the American Anthropological
Association and that members of these organizations who engage in such practices are subject to appropriate sanctions .
The resolution on excavation was adopted by the New York Archaeological Council
in December 19I3 and endorsed by the Society of American Archaeology, May 1974.

As required by the by-laws, the resolutions will be voted upon by all members
of the Colillcil in a mail referendum to be conducted in April. Adoption by the
Council requires a simple majority of those voting at that time.
The following is reprinted from the SCA June 1973 NEWSLETI'ER:
Res olution 2:

Legitimate Reasons for Excavation

"Whereas, archaeological resources in California continue to be dest r oyed a t a
rapid rate, often without professional attention prior to or during the destruction and,
Whereas, archaeological excavation is itself a destructive process that inevitably r esults in the loss of many kinds of data during acquistion of others and,
Whereas, it is the basic policy of the archaeological profession that archaeological resources are precious sources of information about mankind JUld should
not be gratuiti0usly damaged or expended,
'.lherefore, be it resolved that the SCA declare that the only justifiable reasons
for the disturbance of an archaeological s ite by archaeologists are:
l) To obtain data t hat will otherwise be destroyed after all attempts to
preserve the sites have failed.
2) To obtain data pertinent t o a particular well formulated research problem of importance to anthropology history or related discipline.

3) To preserve data as by stabilization and construction.
4) To obtain preliminary data necessary for evaluation as by the excavaof minor samples for purposes of sµb-surface reconnaissance.
That tha SCA call upon archaeologists working in California to seriously consider
before initiating an excavation whether at least one of the above criteria is
satisfied.
That the SCA calls upon all archaeologists working in Cal ifornia to make every
effort ·to address research questions only on archaeological sites that are eligible for excavations under criteria #1 above.
That the SCA specifically deplores the excavation of archaeological sites for
the sole purpose of training students and calls upon all archaeologists and
archaeological institutions to channel their field training projects into
non-destructi ve activities such as field survey or study of extant collections
or to excavations that are justifiable under at least one of the criteria
articulared above."
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~ EIZER-CLEWLOW

Resolution II:
Whereas in recent years, population grovth and
the increased vehicular access to even the most
remote archaeological sites has resulted in an
extraordinary increase in vandalism; and

HEIZER-CLEWLOW RESOLUTION
As reported in the Vol. 8, No.2 issue of ~he ~CA
Newsletter (p. 3), during the Annual Meeting in
Rivers ide the members present passed a resolution
censuring Robert F . Heizer and C. W. Clewlow for
the disclosure of the locations of over 500 petr oglypth and pictograph site locations i~ Califo:nia.
The resolution directed the SCA Executive Committee
to censure the authors of PREHISTORIC ROCK ART OF
CALIFORNIA and to establish communications with the
publisher, Mr. Jerry O'Neil of Ballena Press, to
explore means to secure withdrawal of the publication.

Whereas those agencies or individuals who are
ultimately responsible for protecting sites never
have the means to protect them effectively except
in rare and limited circumstances; and
Whereas the traditional scientific publication of
archaeological site locations for research purposes has increasingly become a source of information for vandals and collectors, resulting in the
damage or destruction of irreplaceable resources;
and

The resolution was passed after lengthy discussion
by a vote of 39 for; 6 against, and 21 abstentions.

Whereas it is now recognized that the advantages
af publication of site location as a research

At the August 24th Executive Board Meeting, the
resolution was the subject of further lengthy dis cussions, incl uding the agreement concerning the
authority of the Executive Board to pass the following resolutions g iv~n Article VI Section ~ of
the .SCA Constitution. As a result the Executive
Board unanimously voted to put into effect these
resolutions, which were written by Xeith Dixon:

tool have now been far outweighed by the disadvantages and dangers that such publicat~on creates;
therefore

Be it resolved that all who publish on archaeological sites are urged, with the greatest emphasis,
either to refrain from locating sites i n such a
way that they are easily exposed to the depredations
of vandals and collectors; or to make sure t hat such
sites will be protected by the time of publication
and in the foreseeable future.

Resolution I:
Whereas "Prehistoric Rock Art of California
published for scholarly purposes; and

was

Whereas it has long been the reputation of Heizer
to provide in meticulous detail b ibliographies
other basic research tools as a valuable part
is scholarly contributions; and

(signed)
Keith A. Dixon

Whereas in recent years the publication of site
locati-ons has so endangered sites that the disadvantages of publishing such locations as research
aids have now come t o far outweigh the advantages,
whatever the mode of publication; and

9.QRRESPOND:ENCE REI.AT~~ TO THIS ISSUE

Whereas threse considerations lead us to believe
that the resolution of censure, while well meant,
was hasty and narrow; therefore

To:

Dr. Paul Ezell, Pres. SCA dated l5 May, 1974

Dear D.r .

Ezell~.

To follow up on your interest in the Prehistoric
Rock Art of California controversy the Executive
Committee of the Society of American Archaeology
passed the following resolution at its meeting of
the 4th of May, 1974:

Be it resolved t hat the motion of censure ls withdrawn; and
Be it further resolved that Heize~ and Clewlow be
commended for recogni zing the existence of the
problem by offering to cooperate in resolving it
by deleting the site appendix from subsequent
editions (Heizer, reported in the C. D.A.C. Rock
Art Subcommittee Newsl etter( Riverside Municipal
Museum, ll March 1974, p. 2}; and

"The Society recognizes that increases in
vandalism and commercial exploitation of
archaeological remains have created difficulties with traditional methods of archaeological
reporting, and therefore urges all members to
be appropriately circumapect in the inclusion
of precise site locations in their future writing. State and Federal agencies should be urged
by members to make such information available
only on a need-to-know basis."

Be it further resolved that the SCA appoint a
committee to work with Heizer and Clewlow and
., the publisher to find a way to recall the unsold copies of the present edition for res~ric 
ted professional sale .

Sincerely,
{signed)
R. E. W. Adams
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Letter #'2-To: Dr. Ezell:

LETTERS
dated Sept. 20

l974

LE'l'l'ERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Dr. Ezell:

Editor-

Thank you for the copies of letters dated Sept . l5.
The action of the SCA Executive Committee of substituting Dixon's two resolutions will be agreeable, I believe, to Dr. Clewlow and me since the
first resolution contains a statement that " the
motion of censure is withdrawn
Does this mean
that the vote of censure is also nullified?

I have just had the opportunity t o read the Executive Committee's substitute resolutions in the
Heizer-Clewlow matter . This bold leap into wishywashiness is a classic example of the sort of
thinking that has gained California an unequalled
status of oblivion in t he intellectual history of
American Archaeology.

Sincerely

I was not a party to the Weide- Estvold resolution
read from the floor of the annual meeting, but I
supported it and continue to support it because
it is reasonable and because it upholds the basic
principles of the SCA, which. the substitute "resolutions" do not. Heizer and Clewlow have demonstrated
(it was hardly necessary) a fine capacity for obfuscation by confusing their guidebook to rock art
with legitimate publication of site data in the
minds of many readers. They argue that since there
is no f ormal policy against the publication of
location data, they are free to publish precise
coordinate locations of rock art sites, in a popularly distributed publication, at the height of
a wave of rock-art rustling that has become a
national scandal. I must say that t o my mind, the
fact that one has not established policy about the
age of consent does not mean that one approves the
rape of infants. There is such a thing as common
law, in archaeology as in jurisprudence- rules
that are established by precedence rather than
legislation. The direction b eing taken by archaeological conunon law is clear to anyone who cares to
look . There has been a growing recognition that
one has to be careful with site locational data,
but it has never been seriously argued that a
scholar who actually needs to present such data
in connection with a piece of research should not
do so in an appropriate fashion, in an appropriate
forum. Presenting a settlement pattern study without site l ocations, for example, is next to impossible, though the locations can be abstracted to
avoid leavi ng too-obvious clues. There is, however,
a substantial difference between mapping site locations i n support of a.~ archaeological research
position in a professional journal or monograph of
unusuo.lly fragile sites, at that, to a pretty little
b ook for sale to desert buffs. This is where there
are precedents in archaeological common l aw.

(signed)
Robert F. Heizer
Letter #3
To: Dr. Heizer

no date

Dear Dr. Heizer:
Thank you for your letter of September 20, l974,
which reached me on September 23 . I regret that
illness prevented me from a more prompt acknowledgement of its receipt.
At the moment I regret that I cannot ans wer your question regarding the effect of the
first resolution on the vote of censure - - I
am· simply not that well versed in parliamentary
procedure. As early as possible next week I shall
seek an opinion from the parliamentarian of the
Faculty Senate here. I f possible, given the lateness of the date, I shall attempt to have that
published i n the next issue of the Newsletter;
in any event, I shall inform you as promptly as
possible.

PRfSIDf NTIAl
COMMfNTS

Sincerely
(signed)
Paul H. Ezell, President

Letter #4
To:

Dr. Robert F. Heizer

dat ed l October l974

Dear Dr. Heizer:
After consultation with Dr. Robert Benjamin,
Par1iamentarian for the American Anthropological
Association, the following points emerge.

Item: For Several years, the Committee on Public
Archaeology of the SAA has requested that the
USGS remove indications of rock-art sites, midwest
mounds, and the like from its quad. sheets
a
gratuitous publication of site- data for uncontrolled
public use.

l ) The Executive Committee of the SCA, by a
unanimous vote of the members present at the
meeting of Saturday, 24 August 1974, in effect
rejected the direction contained in the resolution of censure against Drs . Heizer and Clewlow published in the SCA NEWSLEl'TER, Vol. 8,
No. 2, May 1974, p. 3.

Item : Some state societies have prevailed upon the
American Automobile Association to remove site location data from road maps, for.similiar reasons.
Item: In 1955 the San Bernadine County Museum published a monograph on the Mohave River including
site survey recor d s on many sites. The precise
locations were of dubious pertinence to the research being reported. In 1971-72, when the Museum
discovered more copies of the report filed !.n a
back r oom, the question of its potential distributi on was discussed at length by the California Desert Archaeological Committee, and the Museum responsi bly established a policy of only providing
copies to professionals and responsible avocationals.

2) Since the SCA Executive Committee had not
previously carried out t he direction to censure contained in the foregoi ng described
resolution, Drs. Heizer and Clewlow in effect have ~ot been officially censured by the
SCA action of April 17, 1974, despi te publication of the resolution to censure as described Sbove.
3) The vote to direct the Executive Committee
t o censure-can be rescinded by a passing vote
on a motion for recision at the next annual
business meeting of the SCA.
Sincerely,
(signed)
Paul H. Ezell

cont. on p. 5
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MEMBERSHIP DRIVE ON

One cannot of course, expect Heizer and Clewlow to
be aware of these precedents, since they did not
cur wit hin genuflection r ange of Kroeber Hall or
ts Los .Angeles extension. However, one would expect the Executive Commi ttee to consider the situation with a little greater breadth of view.

Stan Berryman, Membership Committee Chairperson, has
these ideas concerning membership:
l. He would like to set up a small state-wide membership committee. Each member of this committee would
be responsible for increasing membership in their
particular locality. The dr:ve would be-concentrated
at professors, professionals, museums, organizations,
as well as students.

There are two basic philosophies about archaeological
resources abroad in the discipline . One holds that
~rchaeological resources exist to be exploited by
archaeologists, and that such exploitation is a
whole laissez- faire matter . Each archaeologist is
free t o do whatev er he jolly well pleases with any
resource he can get his hands on. The other philosophy holds that archaeol ogical resources are to
be managed in the public trust, that we have a
corporate i nterest, as a disc i pline, ~n the ~r~ 
servation of archaeological data and its legitimat e study and that is the responsib ility of indivi dual a~chaeologists to participate in, be aware
of and where necessary, submit to the judgment of
the group . We don't own those sites out there, we
take care of them . The SCA has represented the latter
philosophy since its i nception; it is sad to see
it cowed into submission by phony threats and an
Oedipal fear of patricide.

2. This would be accomplished through mailings as
well as direct contact.

3. The entire membership committee would gather at
the Annual Meeting. However, Berryman would meet
separ ately with the Northern and Southern sector
leaders at the data sharing meetings.

NEWLY-NOM1NATEQ Nl\TIQNAL REX}ISTER SITES
Sincerely
Roberta Greenwood reports that two sites have
recently b een nominated to the National Register
of Historic Places . They are:

(signed)
Tom King

a) The Ventura County Ventura Mission and Associated
Historic and Prehistoric Areas district.
b) Van Norman Reservoir district. Los Angeles County.
FIELDWORK BULLEI'IN
The Archaeological Institute of America has again
issued a list of fieldwork opportunities in archaeology. The list, 1975 FIEIJ)WORK OPPORTUNITIES BULLEl'IN,;
indicates programs in the U.S. and abroad, including
opportunities for volunteers, field schools and available staff positions. The list may b e obtained for
$1. 00 prepaid from: Archaeological Institute of America
260 West Broadway
New York, New York l00l 3
( as exerpted from the ASCA Newsletter Dec . l974)

NEWS OF THE PRO FESS/ON
National Registry of Professional Archaeologists
by Chester King
In the last several years, the demand for professional archaeological consultation has greatly increased. In many cases the results of consultation
are of great consequence to the science of archaeology since they influence planning decisions, concerning the future of archaeological resources. Mor eover,
indivi duals or agencies contracting for consultation
often have interests which conflict with the preservation of archaeological resources . The use of consultants who do not appreciate the unique scientific and
educational values of archaeological resources in California has resulted in the destruction without even
minimal salvage of important archaeological resources
even though laws exist which protect them from such
destruction. In my experience, a paleontologist, a
Maso- American archaeologist with a racist view of
California Indians, and students with insufficient
experience with and respect for archaeological resources have performed in ways which have been detrimental
or potentially detrimental to archaeological resources .
The SCA is attempting t o control such situations by
publishing a "Directory of ~alified Consultants" and
on the nat i onal level the Society for American Archaeology has organized a committee on Certifi cation (of
qualified professionals) which prepared a report in
November l 974. This report concludes that:

_ __J·

Announcement
OBITUARY FOR A FELLOW
Gary W. Major, a member of SCA, died of heart failure
during open heart surgery on October l4, 1974 in
Sherman Oaks, California. He was 29 years old, and
doing graduate work at California State University,
Northridge. With an enduring interest in California
archaeology, Gary helped establish the Northridge
Archaeological Research Center. Though he never formally published any material, he was con stantly
engaged in research activities. He co-authored a
paper called " Canalino Social Ecology" which was
read at the American Anthropological Association
Arinual Meeting in Mexico City in November. Also, Gary
was one of the main coordinators of EIR activity
emanating from Northridge .
hose of us across the state who have known Gary
will sorely miss this perceptive, bright, and committed archaeologist.
Dan Larson- NARC
January l4, 1975
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" The time has come for concerted action on
the part of the profession interested in cont r act and conservation archaeology. The future
of our resource base and our ability to funct i on
as independent research scholars requir es that
the National Registry of Professional Archaeologists be created and set in motion as
soon as possible."
cont . on p . 12

a single graded bed represents a single runoff
event and, therefore, may be trans lated as a
singl e storm. This may pr ove helpful in arid to
semi- arid r egi ons whe r e storm fre quency is low and
runoff events can be predicted on the basis of
some probability scale (for instance, the l, 5 , or
10 year storm) This, in turn, may allow an estimate to be made of "time since abandonment " or "time
between i ntervals of cultural depostion" In addition, exposure of large area s of undisturb ed graded
beds that formed on living surfaces may aid in
interpreting the surface patterns of use while the
s ite was occupied.

EARTH SCIENCE AND ARCHAEOLCXlY
Column 9- January

It is important at th i s point to note a major difference b etween graded beds of terrestrial (surface
runoff) origin and the much more c ommon graded beds
found in sections of marine sediments. Since t h er e
is relatively little literature on terrrestrial
processes of sedimentat ion most geology texts will
stress the marine form of graded bed. In the case
of graded beds produced by slope wash or surface
runoff the lower, coarser portions of the bed are
r elativel y clean and are not mixed with finer material; likewise the upper portions are almost pure
s ilt. This fact allows graded beds in an archaeological

a continuing column on Geology
by Dave Weide- University of NevadaLas Vegas

Continuing our discussion of sediments, sedimentary
·: itructures, and t he composition of the NON-CULTURAL
component of archaeologi cal sites, we might examine,
in turn, some of the sedi~entary structures that
might be found in or i n conjunction with archaeological
deposits.
While varves (Fig . 1) are not commonl y found in a s sociation with California archaeological sites, they
do have great historical interest because they were
the f irst sedimentary structures us ed in archaeological
interpretation and chronology. As early as 1910 Gerard
De Geer recognized that a varve was a couplet consis ting of a light silt layer and a dark clay layer
that represented one year of deposition. Working in
the Scandanav i an countries, an ideal place for the
formation and preservation of varves, De Geer determined t hat t hey had formed in proglacial times {lakes
filled with the outwash from glaciers) during the i ceretreat stage of the last glaciation (Wisconsin or
Wtirm I.V depending on where you are ) He determined t4at
they could be correlated from place to place, much as
tree rings are, and therefore could b e used to es tablish a geochronology of about the last 12,000 years.
Subsequently several post-glacial sites in Scanda1avia were dated and correlated on the basis of varve
:cunts from nearby ponds and lakes .

a
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Fig. l

Varved clays and silts are markedly laminated and
consist of a light colored summer silt over l a i n
with a very sharp contact by a dark winter clay.
The thickness of an individual varve may b e quite
varied with winter clay bands ranging from 0.5 mm
up to 1.5 cm. Fig. 1 (which is a scale drawing of
an actual core sampl e) shows 11 complete light/dark
alternations and, therefore, represents 11 consecut i ve years of deposition. Silt/clay alternations
are related t o t he seasonal melting and free zing of
glacial ice. The spr ing and summer thaw contributes
much clay and silt-laden water to the glacial pond
or lake . In the guiet water the silt settles out
at once forming a light colored layer, the clay,
being much finer-gr a i ned stays in suspe nsion. As
winter comes on and the freeze-up occurs , input
s tops and during the long winter the clay slowly
settles to the bottom. It is important in terms of
correlat ion to note that warmer years add thicker
varves while colder years are represented by
very thin layers.
Another sedimentary structure that is much more
common within California sites is graded bedding
(Fig. 2 ).This structure i s especially useful in
sites where the accumulation of cultural debris
(charcoal, ash, shell, midden material) is accompanied by deposition of alluvial mate rial from
sheet wash or slope wash (runoff from surrounding
hills that moves across the surface of the ground
r ather than being confined t o rills or small channels). The surface of any archaeological site (both
during and after occupation) is highl y irregular
on a micro-scale of a few centimeters. The small
depress ions act a s t iny cat chment basins for the
alluvial material carried in suspension and tract ion by surface runoff It is in these basins
that graded b eds form a s first the ~oarse then
the fine particles se,ttle to the bottom. Generally

-

-·-

Regularly laminated, cyclic al

bedding in Pleistocene silt and clay.

]
(cm)

Paired summer silt (light) and homo-

geneous winter clay (dark) constitute
a varve .

After Pettijohn

& Potter

(1964, plate SB)

Fig. 2 Graded bedding in sand and
silt. Lower portion of sand layers
show coarser material grading upvard t o fine sand and silt (shown
as horizontal lines). N~ cycle of
deposition begins with coarse sand .

site t o be relatively easily identified in
well-prepared sidewalls and verified by relat ively simple methods of sieve analysis.
During subsequent columns of Earth Science and
Archaeology we will try to describe some other sediments and structures that may prove useful in interpreting the his tory of California archaeological
s ites .
Dave We i de
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ANNUAL MEETING
PRELIMINARY
PROGRAM
THURSDAY
THURSDAY, MARCH 20

10:00

12:00 noon

THURSDAY, MARCH 20

I. BEADS AND RJRIALS- MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS

l:00-4~30

p.m.

I . HISTORIC ARCHA:EXJLOGY- co-chairmen- Paul. Schumacher
and Richard Hastings .
1. Down the Yellow Brick Road with Historic
Site Archaeology- Roger Kelley.

I. An Analysis of Stone and Shell Beads in

three Northern California Sites- Richard
Markley.
2. Preliminary Report on Olivella Bead Manufacturing Experiments- Paul Hampson.

2. Salvage Excavations at the Bernardo Yorba
Hacienda and Marriquez Adobe, Orange County,
California- Claudia Nisle~.

3. A Cross-cultural Study of Ornamentation:
A South Pacific Example- Robert Gibson.

3. Problems Concerning State- Sponsored Historical
Archaeology- John F. Horn.

4. A Beginning Digger and three Mud Beads
equal three new motions for San Diego
prehistory- Diane Barbella.

4. U. S. Army Burials:

5. A Paleodemography and General Health and

5. Multi-disciplinary use of Historical Documents

Exhumation Techniques and
Analysis at the Mission San Diego- James Moriarty.

General Health Tendencies of Sac-267: A
Paleoepidemological M:>del- Bonnie Duffy Powell.

in Solving Problems of Historic Site ArchaeologySharon Loughlin Bollinger.

6 . Analysis of Prehistoric Central California
Populations, focusing_ on non-metric traits
of the cranium- Judy A. Suchey.

6. The San Diego Presidio- A False Front?
Ezell.
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II. MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS
1. Prehistoric Stone Forts in San Diego County,
California- Ronald May.

A New Figure in San Diego History- Betty Schumacher.

8. Captain Cooper's House- William J. Wallace .
9. Historic Materials:

The Ventura Mission- Vance
G. Bente, Roberta Greenwood, and Richard Hastings .

2. Acorn Camps- The :Emergence of a New Settlement Pattern- Paul. Chace .
3. Lithic :&lge Demage:
and Gary Berg.

Paul

II. ROUNDI'ABLE DISCUSSION of the Values of Prehistoric

Then and Now- Mary O'Bear

Sites and Eurials. Indians and Archaeologists will
discuss their values and, if possible, formulate a
resolution t o be presented at the Business Meeting1 :00
4:30 p~m.

4. 4-SCr-20, The Brown Site- William Roop.
5. Faunal Analysis at 4-SCr-20- Katherine Flynn
and Eric Blinman.
III. OTHER PAPERS

FOLLOWED BY:
A FREE WINE-TASTING OF GOLD-MEDAL WINES

6 :30-7:30 p .m.
~- 8 : 00 p. m. on

ANNUAL SCA BUSINESS MEETING

ALL SESSIONS WILL BE HELD AT THE HOLIBAY INN
IN SANTA CRUZ. DESIGNATED ROOMS FOR EACH SYM-

POSIUM "1ILL BE GIVEN IN THE FINAL PROGRAM, TO
BE SUPPLIED AT THE TIME OF RIDISTRATION. FEES
WILL BE $2. 50, PAYABLE BETWEEN SIX AND NINE O'
CLOCK, P.M. ON WEDNESDAY AND EIGHT TO NOON ON
THURSDAY MORNING.
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FRIDAY
FRIDAY, MARCH 21

FRIDAY, MARCH 21 1:00- 4:00 p . m.

9 :00-12:00 noon

STh!INAR- on GUIDELilIBS FOR CULWRAL RESOURCE
FOR .AMERICAN
ARCRAEOLOOY-

SEMINAR on PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS
co-sponsored vi.th the AMERICAN SOCIEI'Y FOR CONSERVATION ARCHEOLOGY

MANAGEMENT REPORTS- of The SOCIETY

CERTIFICATION REPORT OF THE SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN
ARCHAIDLOGY

co-sponsored with The AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR CONSERVATION ARCHEOLOGY
chairperson:

ALSO: 9:00- 12:00 noon
II. ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY IN CillTRAL GREAT
BASIN RESEARCH- THE GRASS VALLEY PROJECTChairperson- William Clewlow

Dr. David PredricksonSonoma State College

ALSO : 1:00- 4:30 p.m.
II. ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL SYMPOSIDM- Chairperson-

l. The Grass Valley Archaeological Project:
A Methodological History- C. William
Clewlow.

Paul E. Langenwalter
1. A Species Analysis of the Birds from
Ora- 193, Newport Bay, Orange County,
California- Robert H. McKenzie.

2. Two Seasons of Lithic Collection and Analysis f r om Dead Pile Village- Paul Bouey.

2 . A Comparision of methods of determining
the Minimum Number of Individuals: An
Ichthyofaunal Example- Richard Casteel .

3. Sampl.ing at Skull Creek: Methodological
Observations- Marilyn Beaudry.

4. Hearth Flotation and Seed Analysis in

3. Application of Methods of Molluscan Age
Determination- Analica Berta.

the Study of .Archaeological AcculturationJohn Abe.

4. Analysis of Chumash Fishing Culture as

5 . Fauna! Analysis of Historic Villages from
Grass Valley, Nevade.m with Applications to
the Study of Acculturation- Marti n Dean Rosen .

interpreted from the Rincon Point Site,
SBa- 1, Santa Barbara County- Richard W.
Huddleston.

6 . Acculturation at Dead Pile Vill.age:

The
Surface Archaeology- Susan Hector Kaufman.

5. Fauna! Procurement Systems and Hunting Behavior in the Cajon Pass- Allan P. Garfi nckle.

7 Historic Accounts and Acculturation at Grass

6. The Disappearance of the St. Lawrence Iroquois:

Valley- Helen Marie Wells.

A Subs i st ence Economy Perspective- Marie G.
Cottrell..

8. The Evolution .of Hunting Patterns at Grass
Valley- Evelyn Seelinger.

7 The Importance of Faunal Analysis to Archaeology- Philip Hines.

9. Ar chitectural Acculturation at Grass ValleyKurt Wallof.

8. Late Pleistocene History of Coniferous Woodlands in the Lucerne Valley, California- Thomas
J. King.

9 . Significance of Otoliths in interpreting the
Fishing Cultures of Coastal Indians- Richard
Huddleston.
10. Maritime Adaptation in Southern California- Louis
Tartaglia.

ALSO:

4:15-5:00 p . m.

ALTERNATIVE REALITIES lN ARCHAEOLOGY (videotape)
Produced by:

Rob El:lwards Cabrillo College

SATURDAY
SAWRDAY, MARCH 22-

9:00- 12 :00 noon

II. SYMPOSIUM- ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULWRAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

BAY AREA TEAC1JERS OF ANTHROPOLOGY SYMPOSIUM:

Chai rperson-

THE ANTHROPOLOGIST LOOKS AT PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS- participants to include : Diane
Reynolds , Ala.n Almquist, Vera Mae
Fredrickson, Li nda Lee Marks, and
Steve Arvizu

Ger ry Wiley, Forest
Archaeologist- Six
Rivers National Forest

l. A Model for Cultural Resource ManagementDonald Miller .
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2. Federal Environmental Legislation and the
Effect of Cult ural Resource Management of
American Archaeology- . Gerry Wiley.
3. Cowboys and Indi ans : Multiple Use and Cultural Resource Management in the B.L.M. Herri ck Hanks .

SATURDAY cont.
4. Baliwick in the Boondocks: Some Practical
Considerations for the Public Ibmain Archaeologist- Michael Boynton.

8. The Historic Artifacts from CA-Ma.d-171Claudia Nissley.
9. The Indian and the European at Chini
Diggings, CA-Mad-173- John Kelly.

5 . Cultural Resource Management on the Mendocino
National Forest of California- Sonia Tamez .

10. Age, sex, and life expectancy at CAMad-171- Jeffrey Binyon .

6. Cultural Resource Management and San Diego
County, California- Ronald May.
7

Public Archaeology in San Diego CountyMargaret M:>rin and Phyllis Easland.

Continuation of Sierran Symposium: 1:00-2:00 p.m.
11. Excavations at the MJuntain Rest Site:
Rationale and Methodology- Bryan Aivazian.

8 . The Results of Two Five-Percent Archaeological Tests in San Diego County: A
Study in the Success .and Failures of Required Statistical Salvage Test .
9. Public Archaeology;
Berg

12. The M::luntain Rest Archaeological Project:
Environment and Subsistence- David R. Stuart .

Ib it or Don't- Gary

10. County Cultural Resource Management: The
Santa Cruz County M::ldel- Jean Stafford, Micki
Farley and Rob Eld.wards.

SA'RJRDAY, MARCH 22 1:00-4:30 p.m.

III. SYMPOSIUM- THE ANGID- INDIAN INTERFACE IN THE
SOUTHERN SIERRA FOOTHILIB-

co- chairmen:

Franklin Fenenga and E. Gary
Stickel- CSU- long Beach

I . continuation of Sierran Foothills Symposium
1:00- 2:00 p.m.
II. SYMPOSIUM- PROBING PREHISTORY IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
chairperson- E. Gary Stickel
l. The Human Systems Approach to Archaeological Studies- E. Gary Stickel.

l. The Ethno-cartography of the Southern Sierra
Foothills and the Fresno River Indian Reservoir- Jeanne Munoz.

2 . The Philosophy of Science: The Art of
Observation- Christopher E. Drover.

2. The P-0st-Contact archaeological sites of the
Fresno and the Chowchilla Rivers- Franklin Fenenga.

3 . Reconstructing Past Lifeways at Kern272- ELI.win D. Slatter.

3. The consequence of t he Introduction of domestic stock and steel-butchering tools on
the Culture of the Fresno River IndiansPaul Langenwalter.

4.

4.

5. Reconstructing Prehistoric Societies in
Southern California- Marcia Jourdane.

The Archaeology of CA-Mad-181: An Indian
Village associated with the Savage Trading PostDonald E. Clutter and Thomas Harper.

6 . Preliminary notes on the nature of the
terminal late prehistoric of Newport Bay,
Orange County, California- Henry Koerger.

5. The Community plan at CA- Ma!J.-179, a major refuge village on the Fresno River- E. Gary
Stickel.
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6. The Trade Beads from the Hidden Valley Reservoir7

A Typological Analysis of the Cogstones
of Southern California- Jerry Howard.

Karen Sterrett.

A Quantitative Analysis of prehistoric
settlement patterns in Rancho Cujameca
State Park, San Diego County, CaliforniaAlan Prosser.

8 . CA-LAn-271: Towards the Objective definition of an archaeological site boundariesE. Gary Stickel.

Community Plan and Social Organization in
the Hidden Valley Reservoir- Gerrit L. Fenenga.
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SATURDAY, March 22
III. BATA SYMPOSIUM 1:00-3:00 p.m.

THE PRESENTATION OF ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH
MEDIA USE AND MISUSE- participants: Mark
Levine and Marty Rosen
IV. MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS

2:15-4:30 p.m.

1. Archaeological Investigations in the Santa
Ynez Valley, Los Padres National ForestStephen Horne and Joan Brandoff
2. Dating California Lithic Assemblages by
the Fluorine Diffusion Method- R. E. Taylor.

3.

Computer Data Banks as Storage for Archaeological Information- Michael K. Crist.

MEETING CONCWDES

The SOCIETY FOR CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY, lnc., is a

Desert: Larry L, Bowles, City of Riverside
Municipal Museum, 372.0 Orane:e St. Riverside
N, Calif. Coast:
Needed.
San Joaquin Valley & ti, tlierra; Payson Sheets,
Cal. State Univ. Fresno CA 93710
Sacramento Valley: Valerie Levulett, Dept. of
Anthro, UC Davis
ASSOCIATE EDITORS:
Research.: Chester King, 1089 Broadway Ave. San
Jose, CA 9512.S
Historic Archaeology: Paul Schumacher, 2.00 Pinehill
Road, Hillsborough, CA 94010
Legal and Political Affairs: Needed,;
Avocational Affairs: Micki Farley 35 Pasatiempo Dr.
Santa Cruz CA.
Geology: David Weide, Dept. of Geology U. of
Nevada, Las Vegas Nevada 89109

non-orofit scientific and educational organization dedicated
to pr~moting the interests of California Archaeology. All
s tatements in the NEWSLETTER, published five times a
year, do not necessarily reflect the _opinion of the SCA
unless said statements are sig ned by the Society's
Preident and Executive Committee. All other statements
are the opinionS of the Editorial Staff or of the person(s)
and/ or organizations whose name appears below each
statement.

SCA OFFICERS
PRESIDENT: Dr. Paul H. Ezell, Dept. of Anthro.
California State Univ. San Diego CA 92.ll5
NORTHERN CALIF V P, : James Dotta, Treganza
Museum, San Francisco State College, SF 94132.
SOUTHERN CALIF V P. A. Van Dusen Eggers,
Dept. of Anthro, Cal. State College, Domingues
Hills, CA 9074 7
PRESIDENT-ELECT: Rob Edwards, Dept. of Anthro.
Cabrillo College, Aptos, CA 95003
TREASURER: "Roberta Greenwo0d, 72.5 Jacon Way,
Pacific Palisades, CA 902. 72
SECRETARY: Nancy P. Walter, 17048 Sunburst,
Northridge, CA 9132.4

EDITORIAL STAFF

BUSINESS OFFICE : Linda Nauman is new actinp; Business
Manager, _and her address is c/o Dept. of Anthropology,
Cal. State University at Fullerton, CA 92.634.
MEMBERSHIP: Dues are tax-deductible and are paid on
a calendar year basis.
REGULAR MEMBER
j 7 00
STUDENT MEMBER
3.00
INSTITUTIONAL
7.00
SUBSCRIPTION

.EDITOR (Acting): Katherine Flynn, 23 Park St.
Woodacre, CA. 94973
REGIONAL EDITORS:
San Diee;o: Ron May, Dept. of Anthro. San Diego
SCHENK ARCHIVES:James rotta Director, Treganza
State Univ. 5704 College Ave . San Diego, 92.llS ., Musum, Cal. State Univ. San Francisco, 94132.
C e nt, Calif. Coast: Bob G-ibs on, Cues ton Star Rt.
Paso Roble~! _CA 93~4§>
·- /---·-. ~
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SCA NEWS

SCA ElCEX:UTIVE BOARD MEEI'IlfG
JANUARY 10, 1975 in Los Angeles

Present: Dr. Ezell, James Dotta, Van Dusen :Eggers,
Paul Chace, Roberta Greenwood, Rob :El:lwards, Chester
King, and secretary Nancy Walters.
Nominations Committee:
committee chairperson.

SAA policy regarding Indian Burials : Rob F.dwards has
written Pres. McGimsey of the SAA r egarding their policy
on Indian burials- no reply has been received.

Don Miller has accepted as

Registration at the Annual Meeting: This will cost $2.50,
to include inf~rmal tasting of Bargetto Wines at the Inn.

San Bernadino National Forest Master Plan: Dr. Ezell
has written to the Forest concerning the need that
archaeology should be an integral part of the plan.
It was noted that the Forest should be encouraged to
seek archaeological consultation.
SCA vs Butte County suit: Walters was asked to write to
Keith Johnson at CSU-Chico concerning the SCA suit against
But.te County. There has been a ruling that the SCA can
legally bring a lawsuit on the issue to court . Johnson
will be asked for an update to be given at the Annual Meeting
Environmental Policy Committee: Van :Eggers brought tllle
first rough draft of the CALIFORNIA DIRECTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS based on the data left with him.by
Tom King . Comments were requested from the Executive
Board. Paul Chace gave Van Eggers the Code of Ethics
which will be included with the Directory.
Publication Committee: Walters has been asked to write
to Michael Moratto to see if he might consent to act as
chairperson .
Committee on the Supervision of non-professional and student site surveys in EIR preparation: It was decided that a
committee be set up to develop guidelines for professional
~upervision of non-professional and student site survey reding EIR reports . Dr . Antonio Gilman-CSUN- will be rested via a letter to chair such a .committee . Ms . Walter
discussed this with Dr. Gilman, who responded favorably to
• the possibility of him chairing such a committee . There
is a good possibility that he wil l have a report ready for
the membership at the Annual Meeting. Dr. James Hill-UCLAhas consented to also serve on t his committee.

Ki r k Creek Controversy: It •.ra.s reported that Robert Gibson has secured a Ms. Judy Suchey of CSUF to examine the
skeletal material. She has written a letter to the President of the American Physical Anthropology Association
requesting a national statement and the possibility of
legal assistance in cases such as Kirk Creek . Gibson asked
for support from SCA to Ms . Suchey's l etter. Her letter
will be duplicated for the entire Board, who will vote on
their support by mail ballot .

Constitution Committee report: Chairman Paul Chace
wa s present to report his committee's progress. Roberta Greenwood and Paul Ezell has sent letters of
suggestions in for him to review and that he has
been going through old Newsletters. The matter
appears to be one of framework, not problems within
the constitution ~ ~ · Constitutions had been
written in 1967 1968, and 1973; amendments appeared
during other years. However, most of these amendments
did not make it into the 1973 constitution.
This year the Constitution must be sent to Sacramento
for legalization.
Chace would be interested in the Board s discussion of
where the Society stands historical.ly; where are the
articles of incorporation; where the Board stands regarding amendments; Board suggesti ons as to specific
of fice responsibilities and recommendations from each
officer as to his office.

Clearinghouses: a) UCLA- Van F.ggers wi ll contact Jim
Hill at UCLA to get further word on the situation there.
Rob :El:lwards has arranged a Northern California Cl earinghouse meeting on Feb. 8.
Current Status of the Schenk Archives: New publication guidelines for the Archives were discussed.
A need for standardization was expressed.

Possible additional meetings are planned later in Jan .
and possibly also a meeting in February to help draw
up the new framework for the constitution. It is possible that the Board will decide on this framework at
the Annual Meeting and a ballot will be distributed
after the meetings to all members .

Field school policy: As discussed in this
issue, the AAA resolution on field school excavation policy was discussed. (see p.
)

Annual Meeting-1976: The 1976 meeting will be held
in San Diego, during the Thurs . -Sat . proceeding Palm
Sunday.

Membership Committee : Stan Berryman's report was
read by Dr. Ezel l. It was request ed that the report
he made be appended to the minutes; however, instead
of following the minutes, they wi ll be discussed sep·arately from the minutes (see p .
). Treganza Museum
:will take care of mailing expenses in the membership
dri ve in Northern California Community colleges .

Respectfully submitted
(signed)
Nancy P. Walter, Secretary

Treasurer's Report: As of Jan. 10, reports Roberta
Greenwood, the balance stood at $3034. 38, with some bills
still due.
'
BUsiness Office: Linda Nauman requested by letter that
she be informed of Executive Board meetings in advance
that she be sent copies of the minutes . This will be
e.
Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency controversy : Rob
.Edwards moved and Wal ters seconded that a letter be sent
to the Agency regarding the unnecessary destruction of
archaeological resources in the Fairmont Buttes iu-ea.

DEADLINE FOR NEWS
Mt\RCH
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ADDITIONS TO THE

ROBERT E SCHENK ARCHIVES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY,SOCIETY FOR
CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY
~~~

A d~scriptive report and introductory apprasa l of archaeological resources,
Trabuco District Cleveland National Forest California. by Clyde E Kuhn,
1971
#53 Archaeological impact evaluation Road No 20n03 Mendocino National Forest,
$1.20
Lake County California. by Thomas F King
1154 An archaeological survey of the Quail Timber Sale, Sierra National Forest
b:Y" Payson D Sheets 1973
$1 20
#SS Some models for the history of American Archaeology by James P Barker 1973
$1.20

#52

#S6

An i ntens ive archaeological reconnaissance of Site FS-05-17-57-33 [Nevada
County California] by Gail Townsen and Robert Elston, 1974.

$2.40

#57

The boundaries of the Jaeger Site Mechanized subsurface exploration of
4".Nap-7 an archaeological site in the Napa Valley of California by Thomas
F King, 1974.
$0.85
1158 Re-thinking "The dead at Tiburon": Part One Critque, Part Two The evolution
of ranking social organization on San Francisco Bay by Thomas F King, 1971
$2
#59

Report on the Hartnell-Cabrillo Colleges November 1972 archaeological Field
Reconnaissance by the Nacimiento River Monterey County by Robert L. Edwards
1973.
$3.00

#60

An archaeological survey of the Aboriginal and Early Historic sit es of Lassen
Volcanic National Park, California. by Adan E. Treganza, 196~.
$3.00

#61

Prehistoric anthropometeric &bur~al data from the Santa Barbara Channel
Region, California. by Robert L. Hoover and Tood R. Olson, 1973.

$2 75

ERRATA
Michael J. Moratto would like to make the following
correction of a statement published on p. 21 of the
S.C .A. Special Report, No. 3, The Status of California
Archaeology (1973)
WHAT IS PUBLIC ARK

17 The University Village site (4-SMa-77) in
San Mateo County, the oldest known village in
the southern San Francisco Bay area, was eradicated by housing construction in the early
1950's

by GAf\Y BEf\G

There is a close relationship between what
has been termed " Conservation Archeology" and what
McGimsey has dubbed " Public Archeology". Conservation archeology has been around for a number of
years, having its roots in legislation such as the
Reservoir Salvage Act and various Department of
Transportation programs, and the l ike. Public Ark
i s a relatively new concept with a focus on public
education. It recognizes that only through public
support of archeology can we hope to achieve the
improved legislation we need to insure the preservation of a sample of archeological sites. People,
common everyday people -- laymen, if you will- - make
laws. Thus, conservation archeology and public awareness of the need to preserve sites go hand in hand.
Hence, the term " Public Ark"

The housing was not sponsored by Stand.ford University
his published statement notwithstanding.

CONT. FROM p . !
Bet ween January and .March the Society for American
Archaeology will distribute the Committee's report
to its members and in May 1975 at the Annual Meeting
of the SAA the membership will have the opportunity
to adopt the committee recommendations and approve
necessary changes in the SAA By-laws.

Public Ark begins with a premise: that archeological
res ources are public resources. McGimsey states:
There is no such thing as private archeology.
We are none of us born in a vacuum. We are all
products and recipients of tens of thousands
of years of biological and cultural history.
This history, working with our present day
surroundings, affects our every thought, our
every action. Knowledge of this past, just as
knowledge about our environment, is essential
•
to our survival, and the right to that knowledge
is and must be considered a human birthright."(1-972: /

The establishment of a National Registry of Professional Archaeologists will supercede the SCA Directory of Q.J.a.lified Consultants since it will take
over the basic function of determining for the public which individuals are responsible in protecting,
conserving, and interpreting archi-.eological r esources
and represent the archaeological profession.
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Knowledge of our past is an important survival tool.
cont. on next page.

CONT. FROM P. I~
Man has achieved a unique adaptation to the physical
environment -- culture. Culture consists of all of
our survival equipment - - our technology our social,
economic and political institutions, our language,
and our ~bility to pass on knowledge. But this adaptive
response has influenced and shaped what might be called
our cultural environment. I believe we would all agree
that our cultural envi ronment can stand improvement.
Archeology, as a social science, cw:i make significant
contributions to improving the quality of cultural environments. Archeology is a special technique for reconstructing extinct cultures. If we can understand how
culture has operated in the past, what kinds of systems
have been successful, and what have not, and why, we can
begin to construct more adaptive cultural models for
the future. Thus, as McGimsey concludes, "archeology,
the recovery and study of the past, is a proper concern
of everyone"

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
by Paul Schumacher
A Continuing Column

Chatsworth Reservoir Kiln

In order to study the development of culture, however, we
DJUSt have a representative sample of sites reflecting every
aspect of extinct culture, every geographic variation,
every time period. Only on the basis of such a sample ce.n
we draw generalizations about human behavior through a
scientific study of past adaptations. Consequently one
aim of Public Ark is to preserve for future study a
representative sample of archeological sites.

Few laymen, however are properly educated in the concerns of conservation archeology. Consequently, we
need programs of public education geared to making
people aware of their stake in the past . Then, as that
awareness begins to dawn, we must also develop constructive approaches to allowing the publ~c to be a:tively
involved in archeology. So another aim of Public Archeology is the education of the public in the concerns
of conservation archeology and in its heritage from the
past, and the proper utilization of public support.

Using informant data, historical documents, and t echn iques of field archaeology the investigation of the
only remaining kiln structure in the San Fernando Valley of Los Angeles was undertaken by Roger E. Kelly
(formerly of California State University, Northridge )
and students enrolled in a techniques class. The project affords an opportunity to illustrate research design development which includes hypotheses of manufacturing charcoal, brick or tile, pottery, lime, or metallurgy
as well as providi ng a field situation for practicing
excavation methods. On land owned by the Los Angele~ City
Department of Water and Power, the kiln is protected and
may become a local Historical landmark'. The CSUN project is in conjunction with the L. A. Environmental Quality Commission and the Save Orcutt Community Organization, a local historical group. Excavated evidence collected by May 1974 seems to support a function to the
kiln as a lime-producing facility datable in post-Civil
War decades
an evaluation counter to local oral tradit ion which describes the structure as a tile kiln of the
California Mission period.

Patio EXcavations at Casa de Rancho Cucamonga
To get this show ·on the road, so to speak, someone
must assume the responsibility for organi zation and
management . The task of leadership and coordination
logically falls to archeologists, by virtue of their
special training and expertise. Viewed in this light,
archeologists are custodians of the public trust. While
it is true that archeological resources are public
resources i t is also the case that those resources
must be efficiently managed in the public interest .

A patio excavation at the John and Merced Rains
house in Cucamonga has been included in preparations for a Cinco de Mayo (May 5) Fiesta scheduled there by the Casa de Rancho Cucamonga Historical Society as a restoration fund-raising
event.
The excavation disclosed (about a foot underground) a red brick flume with a cement-like bottom, apparentl y constructed to carry water through
the patio, under the house and into the orchard
below. A three-course-wide red brick walk on three
sides of the patio, and flat red bricks or ti le with
pieces of tar attached also were f ound. The latter
seems to verify the belief that the original flat
roof on the house was of brick or tile placed on
top of tar probably brought from La Brea tar pits
(reported by San Bernandino County Museum, 1974)

Archeologists play a curious dual role in the game of
conservation archeology. We are at one and the same
time members of the general public and, as such, recipients of the benefits derived from knowledge of
the past, and members of a r elatively small special
interest group with greater than average concerns for
archeological resources resulting from our individual
research interests . But we cannot effectively fight
the forces of destruction that threaten the resources
by ourselves . In order to further our own ends, and
safeguard the public i nterest, we must, of
necessity, support and promote that second aim
of Publ~c Archeology -- public education.

San Diego Presidio
As reported in previous issues, San Diego State
University under the direction of Dr. Paul H.
Ezell, continued excavations during the summer
and fall of 1973· During the spring and summer
of 1974 work was concentrated in the front area of
the Presidio Chapel and in the adjoining cemetery.
All the remaining structures in front of the chapel
have now been excavated; the front wall has definitely been located, delineating the entire architectural limits of the chapel. The tile floor in this
area was greatly disturbed and even absent in a f ew
places. Some of the interestiP.g artifacts i ncluded
copper sheeting from the altar railing and a large
slab of plaster . Evidence in the floor also indicated the possibility of a few more burials .

We cannot afford to ignore or postpone the challenge to assume full responsibility for our involvement in archeology.
" The prehistoric record of our past is
written in the soil. In this age of rapid
transportation of the earth s landscape, our
only hope for recovery of any major portion
of this history is by nearly total involvement of the public. The trained archeolo~ist
who
ignores this fact and fails
to assume a position of leadership must shoulder a responsibility (for destruction) at
least as great as the pothunter
and
the trained individual who shirks his public
responsibility is more responsible for l?ss
of data than the individual who through ignorance simply could not care less" (McGimsey,
1972:6)
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CONT. ON P.°15

AMONG THE
AVOCAT/ONALS

new datasystem
NEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION IS FOUNDED

Jon Ericson, UCLA Isotope Laboratory reports the format ion of CAD$, California Archaeological Data System,
which should be operational by early 1975. He notes
these features: "
Fall of 1972. Since that time CADS,
an extensive bibliography of California archaeology,
published radiocarbon dates, and a museum collection
inventory has been literally shelved, awaiting the
conversion of SEIJJEM, the Smithsonian Institution s
storage and retrieval program package. Now, through
the Herculean efforts of George Greg and Ron Jefferies,
UCSB, the CADS will be operational at UCLA.

Just a small note to inform you of a new
archaeological organization. We call ourselves the Santa Barbara County Archaeological
Society Lompoc Chapter (SBCAS-LC) We are
the charter chapter of all of Santa Barbara
County. At present, our major efforts are primarily directed toward the preservation and
protection of the archaeological res ources in
northern Santa Barbara County and the LJ::>mpoc
Valley, Vandenburg AFB region.

The CADS as a system will operate under a costsharing plan where the projected cost will be comparable to a natltonal magazine subscription."

At this writing, we have some 35 paid members
and have had several meetings laboratory work
sessions. Soon we will be involved in a number
of surveys and other related projects in the
north county area. Training programs are being
set up, a small library has been established and
two newsletters have already been published. We
hope that these efforts are only the beginning of
what will be a very rewarding endeavor .

Jon notes that a search can be initiated on most things
except the geographical location of archaedlogical sites.
He also notes that CADS needs suggestions, information,
volunteers , and subscribers . Please conta ct him at t he
Radiocarbon Laboratory, Institute of Geophysics UCLA,
Los Angeles, CA. 9C024.

We feel we are filling a definite gap in the
archaeological picture of the central California coastal region, and further hope that we can
make a positive contribution towards the further understanding of the prehistory and history
of all of California.
Any information, inquiries, and suggestions from
other members of the SCA concerning who we are
and what we are doing are more than welcome. Address them to SBCAS-LC, Box 255, Lompoc, CA. 93436.

CABRILLO ARCHAEOLOGIST RECEIVES 2ND GRANT 'ro
SWDY THE ORI.ONE INDIANS

Jim Rudolph, VicePresident

Cabrillo College Archaeologist Rob Edwards,
who holds a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship to research the local Ohlone
Indians, has received a second grant from the
American Philosophical Society (APS)
Edwards will use the APS grant to visit the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C. where he
expects to find material on the Ohlone not available in California.
At the Smithsonian, Edwards will examine unpublished l92Q's field notes of ethnographer John P.
Harrington. The Smithsonian has more of Harrington; s notes on local Indians than any other institution, says Edwards . The Smithsonian also has
recordings of their songs.

EIR CONSULTANTS
NOTE TO T!ill MEMBERSHIP:

The NEH Fellowship is currently paying Edward's salary for nine months so that he can devote his time
to research. He is also currently an environmental advisor to l ocal government and chairman of the Santa Cruz Museum Commission.

The Guide to Registered EIR Consultants
will be available t o Planning Commissions
as well as the General Membership within
the month. There will be a mechanism whereby
corrections can be inserted in the Guide, for
those listed who find it necessary to alter
addresses, up-date one s notice of expertise ,
and the l ike. For the time being, these corrections can be sent to Van Dusen Eggers at
California State University, Dominguez Hills.

It has also been a very good year for grants
in that he has also received a NDEA grant for
laboratory equipment development at Cabrillo.
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CURRENT FIELDWORK
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of this column is to provide
a permanent record of all archaeology done in the s.t ate.
Please help us made this list complete by submitting the
following information on a regular basis: N.AME OF PROJECT,
PROJECT
Stockton & Lockefor s/s
and T/ls, EIR
Aptos Co. Sewage Dist.
EIR, Phase One- for
Environmental Res.earcl:i
Consultants, Inc.
BEfu~ TRAILER COURT EIRPRUNEDALE, Monterey
County for ERC, Inc.

•

DIRECTOR

LOCATION

DATES

NATURE OF PROJECT ( SURVEY, EXCAVATION, SALVAGE,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT, me.), COUNTY,
DIRECTOR, AND WHERE THE DATA IS LOCATED.

DATA AVAILABLE

December 1974

San Joaquin
Co.

R. S. Greenwood

Dist. 10 Clearinghouse

December 1974

Santa Cruz &
Monterey Cos.

Gary Berg, Bill
Roop- ARS

Dist. 05 Clearinghouse

January 1975

Monterey Co.

Gary Berg-ARS

(pending) Dist. 05 Clearinghouse

CALL FOR RESPONSE: We believe that the membership
should be kept abreast of the EIS' s and EIR' s being
done statewide, either directly through the consultants or from a bi-monthly report directly from the
respective Clearinghouses. Therefore, please notify
the EDITOR of pro,iects so that the membership can
see what has been accomplished.

HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY,
cont. from p; 13
Work in the cemetery continued with the mai n objective being to recover more data en burials and to
find the southern limit of the cemete:ry itself
Several more burials were l ocated and worked on,
keeping the rate of work in thi s area to a limited
pac·e. Finding the extent of the cemetery will indeed
require a good deal more time. An interesting f eature within the cemetery is that of a circular clay
deposit. Barbed wire was found in direct association
with this unusual phenomenon, and no adequate explanation has yet been offered. Interesting artifacts in
this area inc l uded a copper earring, two projectile
points, a number of phoenix buttons, a musket ball in
direct association with the left femur of a burial ,
and a large variet~ of assorted ceramics. A portion
of the east cemetery wall was uncovered. It was constructed later than the chapel as was evidenced by
its relatively good condition. Evidence of fallen
walls and floor tiles continue to appear south of the
west end of the chapel. A large religious medallion was
recovered from the cemetery area in conjunction with
·much d isturbed human bone.

•

A sub floor burial was exposed in the west end of
the nnve. This burial was extremely interesting as
a musket ball was .found in the cervical vertebrae
and the tibiae showed evidence of syphilitic lesi~ns.
Further r esearch is being done with historic documents in an effort to determine the individual's
identity. A new hypothesis concerning the west chapel
wall has l ed to renewed work in this area dur i ng
the fall of 1974 (reported by Paul Ezell, October 1974)
The column will continue in the forthc6ming issue

Prpstituting·
Archaeoiogical
Resources
Keith Dixon submits the following item of note:
" Mrs. Beverly Harrell, madam of the Cottontail
bordello of Lida Junction, Nevada, recently lost
her bid to be elected to the Nevada Assembly by
a narrow margin. I suggest this may be a tragedy
t o Nevada, from the archaeological point of view.
According to an article in the Los Angeles Times,
Ms. Harrell s hobby is collecting artifacts from
Nevada's archaeological sites. I f she had won, she
~ould have spent her daylight hours i n whatever
innocent pursuits occupy the Assemblypersons of
Nevada, instead of vandalizing the state s archaeol?gical resources. Would a demand for a recount be
within the scope of the ASCA?"
(as excerpted from the ASCA Newsletter December 1974)
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